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1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider existence of solutions to systems of the form 
x’(t) = f(t, x(t), r(t)), (1) 
Y(t) = g(t, x(t), r(t)), (2) 
x(0) = 0, Y(1) = 0, (3) 
where f, g: [0, l] x Rn x R” + Rx are continuous. Systems of this type arise 
when maximum principles are applied to problems of optimal control. In parti- 
cular, this work is motivated by problems of optimal economic growth which 
have the form 
k = aH(Q, k)/aQ, (4) 
C? = -WQ, Wk + PQ, (5) 
k(0) = 0, Q(1) = 0 (6) 
(see [I-3, 71). 
The Hamiltonian function H: R” x Rrl --j R in (4)-(5) is assumed to be 
convex in Q and concave in k. This convexity-concavity is enough to guarantee 
the existence of set-valued subgradients of H, and in more general versions of 
problem (4)-(6), these subgradients appear on the right hand sides of (4) and (5). 
However, for simplicity of exposition we will assume here that H has continuous 
partial derivatives. The results we give here for (l)-(3) can be extended to the 
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multivalued case by the technique in [2]. Moreover, in more general versions 
of the problem the conditions (6) are nonhomogeneous. In fact, the nonhomo- 
geneous finite interval problem is used primarily to study a nonhomogeneous 
infinite interval problem. Extensions of our results for problem (l)-(3) to the 
nonhomogeneous case can also be made following the development in [2]. 
The convexity-concavity of H implies that the operator T: R” x R” -+ 
Rn x Rn defined by 
T(k Q> = (-TO, W% WQ, WQ) 
is monotone; i.e., 
(-aWQl, k,P + aH(Qz > k,)/W . (4 - 4 
+ F’HtQl~ WQ - TQz , k,)l%Q) . (81 - Q2) > 0. 
Note that in T the order of the partial derivatives is rewersed from the order in 
which they appear on the right hand sides of (4) and (5). The objectiwe of the 
research described in this paper is to obtain existence theorems for (l)-(3) under 
hypotheses on the reversed no&near operator T(x, y) = (g(t, x, y), f  (t, x, y)) which 
are consistent with or strengthen this monotonic&y. 
Using methods of convex analysis which are quite different from ours and 
which fully exploit the specialHamiltonianstructure of (4) and (5), Rockafellar [7] 
has shown that (4)-(6) h as a solution under conditions which imply that 
(PQ, - aH(Q1, k,)Pk - pQz + aH(Qz , Wk) . (4 - 44 
+ taHtQ19 MPQ - aH(Qz 3 k,)PQ) . (Ql - QJ 
2 ,411 4 - k, /I* + II 81 - Q2 II”1 (P > 0). 
(7) 
Our results for (l)-(3) will generalizes this aspect of Rockafellar’s paper. 
In Section 2 we define the operators relevant to (l)-(3) and obtain a simple 
existence theorem for equations Lu + Nu = 0 which provides the basis for 
our existence theory. 
In Section 3 existence of solutions to (l)-(3) is obtained using the tools of 
Section 2 in conjunction with a growth condition on the pair (g, f). This growth 
condition requires that 
g x +f ‘?’ > PL[llf II + Ilglll - 01 (8) 
where p > 0. 
In Section 4 we show that if the pair (g, f) satisfies a sufficiently strong (rever- 
sed) monotonicity property, namely, 
Mt, Xl P Yl) ---A4 x2 9 Yd . 6% -4 + [ f  (t, Xl 5 Yl> - f  (4 *z 9 Ydl * (YE -YJ 
> P([l1 Xl - x2 II2 + II Yl - Y2 1121”2)(11 Xl - x2 II2 + II Yl - Y2 11211’2 (9) 
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where p(s) T + ‘x’ as s + -k ‘33, then something close to (8) is automatically 
satisfied, and (l)-(3) has a solution. In addition, we show that under weaker 
monotonicity hypothesis the solution is unique. 
We conclude this introduction by noting that each of the existence theorems of 
Sections 3 and 4 has a dual where the inequality hypothesized for f and ,e is 
reversed and negative signs are introduced on the right hand side; e.g., the 
inequality (8) would be replaced by 
g s -i-f y < -p[ll f II + II g ill + 01. 
As we shall see, this follows from the fact that both L(R, y) = -(y’, .v’) 
and -L(.T, y) = (y’, N’) satisfy the crucial identity [L(s, y), (3, y)] == 
- $ (s . y’ + y x’) ds = 0 on an appropriate subspace of functions satisfying 
the boundary conditions. For simplicity of exposition we state our theorems 
only for the one case. 
2. THE OPERATOR EQUATION 
We first reformulate (I)-(3) as an operator equation of the form 
L(x, y) + iV(.x, y) = 0. (10) 
We then obtain-as an extremely simple application of the Leray-Schauder 
continuation theorem-an existence theorem for equations of the form (10) 
which is appropriate for our purposes. 
Let 
L,[O, l] = {x: [O, l] - Rn ] x(t) is measurable and essentially bounded}, 
x =L,[O, l] x L,[O, 11, 
L,[O, l] = {er: [0, l] -+ R” 1 v(t) is Lebesgue integrable on [0, l]}, 
z = L,[O, II x LIP, 11, 
II(x, y)lh = ess sup[II .~(~)l12 + II 4,W211’*~ 
w, a1 = Jo1 [II +)!I2 + II w(~>l1211’2 4 
[(x, y), (~1, 41 = Jo1 CW . 44 + v(t) . w(t)) & 
dom L = {(x, y) E X 1 (y’, x’) E 2, x(O) = 0, y( 1) = 01, 
L: domLCX+Z, ($3 y) ä + -(y’, N’), 
iv: xL+z, (s, 1’) * kc.3 xc.>* Y(.))Tf t-v 4.17 I’(‘))). 
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Note that X is a Banach space under the norm I/ . II,, , 2 is a Banach space under 
the norm 11 . /Ii, and we may consider Z to be a subspace of X* (the space of 
bounded linear functionals on X) with 
for any z = (~1, w) E Z. Note also that X C Z. It is evident that (l)-(3) may be 
rewritten as 
0 = L(.% y) + N(% y). 
We state two important properties of L and N in the following lemmas: 
LEMMA 1. Iff:[O,l] x R” x R”-+R”andg:[O,l] x Rn x Rn-+Rnare 
continuous, then N: X---f Z is continuous. 
Proof. This is a straightforward argument making use of the uniform 
continuity off and g on compact subsets of [0, l] x Rn x R”. 
LEMMA 2. The mapping L: dom L --f Z has a bounded inverse K: Z -+ dom L. 
Moreoaer, KN is compact. 
Proof. This follows from straightforward arguments involving the Ascoli- 
Arzela theorem. 
THEOREM 3. Let X and Z be Banach spaces with Z C X*. Let L: domL C 
X- Z have a bounded inaerse K: Z- dom L, let N: X-t Z be continuous, and 
let KN be compact. Suppose 
(a) [Lu, u] > 0 for u E dom L (L is positive). 
(b) [Nu, u] > P II Nu llz - a(y > 0) for u E X. 
Then Lx + Nx = 0 has at least one solution. (Note: [v, U] = v(u) for u E X and 
v  E X*, and 11 . /lz is the norm on Z.) 
Proof. The proof follows easily from the Leray-Schauder continuation 
theorem. Suppose U is a solution to Ltl + XNii = 0, or equivalently, to 
ii = --hKNii (A fz (0, 1)). 
Then from hypotheses (a) and (b), 
from which we must have 
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But then 
Thus, from the continuation theorem, if 
then 
d[I+KN,Q,o] =d[I,Q,O] = 1, 
and there exists u E Sz such that (1-t KV) E = 0 or LU + NC = 0. 
COROLLARY 4. Let X and Z be Bnnach spaces with XC Z C X*. Let 
L: dom L C X + 2 have a bounded inverse K: Z --f dom L, let N be continuous, 
and let KN be compact. Suppose 
(a) [Lu, U] > 0 for u E domL. 
(b) W, 4 > p1 I! u llz - aI (pl > 0) for u E X. 
(4 ENu, 4 > A II Nu /lz - a2 (A > 0) for u E 9 and II u Hz < 4~~ . 
Then Lu + Nu = 0 has at least one solution. 
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 3 if we 
observe that for any solution E to Lii + ANii = 0 we have 
and hence 
3. EXISTENCE UNDER GROWTH ASSUMPTIONS 
In this section we obtain existence of solutions to (l)-(3) by imposing hypo- 
theses on (f, g) which immediately enable the application of Theorem 3 or 
Corollary 4. 
THEOREM 5. Let f  andg be continuous. Suppose 
g(t, x9 Y) . x + f  (t, x> r> . Y I=- Alf (4 x, Y)ll' + II g(t, x9 Y)ll”11’2 - 01 
for some p > 0. Then (l)-(3) has a solution. 
(11) 
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Proof. We apply Theorem 3. Let X, Z, L and N be defined as in Section 2. 
By the discussion there and, in particular, by Lemmas 1 and 2 the first part of 
the hypotheses of Theorem 3 are satisfied and we have left only the verification 
of hypotheses(a) and (b). 
We have for any (x, y) E dom L 
[L(x, Y>, (.t’, r>l = - s,’ (x(t) * r’(t) + y(t) . x’(t)) dt 
= - s f (44s) * y(s)]/ds) ds = -[x( 1) . y(1) - x(o) . y(o)] = o. 
Thus, hypothesis (a) is satisfied. 
We have for any (x, y) E X 
[N(x, Y>, (~5 ~11 = 1’ (& 4th y(t)) * W + fk x(t), r(t)) . y(t)) dt 
0 
> P j-’ [lb% x(t), rW)ll’ + II g(t, W, y(~Nll”l”’ dt - 01 
0 
> P II W, u)lil - 0~. 
Thus hypothesis (b) of Theorem 3 is satisfied. 
Remark. As remarked at then end of the Introduction, Theorem 5 is also 
valid with (11) replaced by 
g(t, x’, y) . x + f (t, x, y) * y < -p[ll f (t, x, Y>ll” + II & 6 Y)ll”1’” + a 
To prove this one need only consider the equation -L(x, y) - N(x, y) = 0 and 
apply Theorem 3 to the operators -L and -N. The same remark applies to 
subsequent existence theorems. 
THEOREM 6. Let f and g be continuous. Suppose 
(i) g(4 XT r> * x + f(t, x, y) . Y > 1411 x II2 + II Y 11211/2 - or, , 
(4 At, x3 Y) . x + f(t, x9 Y) . Y > 4 f (4 x, y)II’ + II g(4 x, r>l1211/” 
- /Ml x II2 + II Y 11211’2 - P2 9 
where p1 , p2 > 0. Then (l)-(3) has a solution. 
Proof. We apply Corollary 4. Again, if X, Z, L and N are defined as in 
Section 2 we have only to verify hypotheses (a), (b) and (c) of Corollary 4. 
Moreover, hypothesis (a) has already been verified in the proof of Theorem 5. 
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FYe have from (i) that 
[N(x, y), (x, v)] > pl 1’ [II .+)I,’ + II r(t)ll’]‘,” dt - “1 = ~1 11(x, ~$1, - ail 
n 
Thus, hypothesis (b) is satisfied. 
We have from (ii) that 
[N(x, y), (x, y)] > cL2 IIW? Y>il, - 81 I(? y)ll~ - t% . 
If II(x, r)lL G 4~~ , then 
Thus, hypothesis (c) is satisfied. 
4. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUIZNESS UNDER MONOTONICITY ASSUMPTIONS 
A mapping T: R”’ + R” is monotone on Rm if 
(Tu, - Tu,) . (ul - up) > 0 (12) 
for all zcl , ue E Rm. The mapping is strictly monotone if the inequality in (12) is 
strict. 
THEOREM 7. Let f and g be continuous. If 
W, Y) = (dt, x, Y)> f (t> x, Y)) 
is strictly monotone on Rn x R* for each $xed t, then (l)-(3) has at most one 
solution in domL. 
Proof. I f  (q(t), yl(t)) and (xz(t),yz(t)) are both solutions, then 
or 
-w1 9 Yl) - -q% > Ye), (Xl * Yl) - (x2 > YJI 
= Pv% 9 Yl) - w% 9 YP), (Xl > Yl) - (x2 3 Ye)1 
- s ,,l Krl - ~2)’ . (XI - 4 + (31 - 4’ * (~1 - YJI dt 
= n1 Kdtl I Xl >Yd -&At, 3c2 9Ya)> * (3 - x2) 
+ (f 6 xl t ~1) -f (t, ~2 9 ~2)) - (~1 - ~211 dt. 
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Integrating the left hand side and applying the boundary conditions we get 0 
while by strict monotonicity, the right hand side is positive. This contradiction 
yields the desired conclusion. 
For our existence proof we will need the following lemma. 
LEMMA 8. If  T: R” --f R7” is strictly monotone and continuous, then for any 
u* E R* there exists a positive, continuous, nondecreasing function p(s; u*) on 
(0, +CCI) such that 
(Tu - Tu”) . (u - u*) >, p(II u - II* 11; u*) 11 u - u* I! . 
Proof. This follows immediately from a theorem of Rockafellar [8, Theo- 
rem 31. For completeness, we will give a proof in this simple case. 
Define 
~(s; u*) = s-l min{(iru - Tu*) . (u - u*) 1 /I u - u* 11 = s}. 
The minimum exists because T is continuous. Moreover, p > 0 since T is 
strictly monotone. The continuity of p as a function of s is a matter of straight- 
forward verification using the continuity of T. We have left to show that TV is 
nondecreasing. 
Suppose sr > s2 > 0 and 11 u’ 11 = 1. We have 
0 < (T(u* + s,u’) - T(u* + s+‘)) . [u* + slu’ - (u* + QU’)], 
0 < (T(u” + s+‘) - T(u* + sau’)) . (sl - s,) u’, 
0 < (sl - s2) [s;‘(u* + slu’ - u*) . (T(u* + sp’) - T(u*)) 
- $(u* + s2u’ - u*) . (T(u* + s+‘) - T(u*))]. 
Since sr > s2 , the term in square brackets is positive. The desired conclusion 
then follows by taking minimums for 11 U’ 11 = 1 of the two terms in the square 
brackets. 
In order to prove existence we will need a stronger monotonicity assumption; 
namely, 
CT% - Tu,) . (~1 - ~2) 2 PCL(II ~1- ~2 II) II ul- u2 II, (13) 
where p(s) is positive, nondecreasing, and p(s) -+ + co as s + + co. 
LEMMA 9. If  T: Rn” --f Rm satisfies (13) and is continuous, then: 
(a) the range of T is all of R”; 
(b) T-1 is continuous and strictly monotone on Rm. 
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Proof. Let 9 E Rcpk. We will show that Tu = J has a solution. We consider 
the equivalent equation 
u = (u - u*) - (TZJ -7) + u*. (14) 
I f  
then (14) becomes 
If ii is a solution to 
Uu = (u - u*) - (Tu -J), 
u = uu f  u*. 
u = xuu + u* 0 E LO, 111, 
(27 - 24”) ’ hi% 
= I/ u - II* 112 
= h[lj u - IL* 112 - (Tii - 9) . (u - u*)] 
= A[11 u - u* l/2 - (Tc - Tu*) . (u - u*) + (y - Tu*) . (u - u*)] 
< A[11 Al - u* II2 - p(lj ii - u* 11) jj f - u* /I + 117 - Tu* 11 1 ii - u* 111. 
There exists y  such that /I E - u* /I > y  implies that ~(11 ?I - u* 11) > // 9 - Tu* jl . 
This would contradict the above inequality. Thus we conclude that 
11 ZT - u* I/ < y. I f  we define 
then 
s-2 = {u: I/ u - II* 11 < y} 
d[I - (U + u*), Q, O] = d[l - AU - u*, Q, O] 
=d[l-uu*,Q,O] = 1. 
Thus there exists u E Q such that 
ii= Uf u* 
or 
The existence of T-l follows from (13). The strict monotonicity of T-l also 
follows from (13) by reversing the roles of the variables. The continuity of T-l 
follows from the continuity of T. 
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THEOREM 10. Let f and g be continuous. If 
Mt, Xl, r1) - dt Y x2 3Y2)) . (Xl - x2) + (fk Xl 9 Yl) - f (t, x2 3 Y2N * (Yl - YP) 
> &II Xl - x2 II2 + II Yl - Y2 11211’2) [II Xl - x2 112 + II Yl - Y2 11211’2, (15) 
where p(s) 1 + co as s + + co, then (l)-(3) has a unique solution. 
Proof. We apply Corollary 4. From the proofs of Theorems 5 and 6, it is 
sufficient to prove that hypotheses(b) and (c) of Corollary 4 are satisfied. We 
have 
[Ay.% 3% (F y)] = [Q, Y) - w, O), (x9 Y) - (0, 011 + PW, Oh (xv Y)l 
= I o1 (g(t, x(t), r(t)) - g@, 0, ON * 44 + (f (4 4th r(t)) 
-f(t, O,O)) *y(t>>dt + j-l(~(L,O,O) .x(t)+f(t,O,O) .Y(t))dt 
0 
I 
1 
> d[II 4Ql12 + II r(9ll’l”“> [II WI2 + II At)l121’!2 dt 
0 
- s o1 [max II gk 0, W II 4tIl + max llf (t, 0, O)ll II uWl1 dt- 
The negative term on the right is greater than -18 11(.x, y)lll for a /3 sufficiently 
large. There exists 6 such that ifs > 6, p(s) > p. Then 
VW, Y)> (x, r>l > Aa) 6 [II Wl12 + II rWl”1”’ dt - P.(S) 6 - B II(x, rh 
> (P(6) - B) II@, Y)lll - P(8) 6. 
Thus hypothesis (b) is satisfied if we take pl = (p(8) - p) and al = ~(6) 8. 
From Lemma 9 and (15) we have that the mapping 
T: (x9 Y) t-+ Mt, x, Y), f  (6 G Y)) 
has a continuous strictly monotone inverse T-l. Applying Lemma 8 to the 
inverse mapping we obtain 
k(4 x, Y) - dt, @ON . x + (f (t, x9 Y) - f  (6 090)) * Y 
> u([llf (t, x, Y) - f  (t, 0, o)ll” + II g(t, x, Y) - g(t, 0~0)ll”1”“) - (16) 
. [llf (4 x, Y) - f  (4 0, ON” + II &es x3 Y) - g(4 09 w211’2 
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where a(s) satisfies the conditions of Lemma 8 and may be chosen independent 
of t by the continuity off and g in t. Then 
[N(N, y), (x, y)] = [iV(s, y) - iV(0, 0), (x, y) - (0, O)] + [iX’(O, Oh (-2, Al 
3 (J(1) 11 N(x, J,) - IV@, 0)111 - B ll(& Y)lll - o(l). 
[iw, y), (%Y)l > dl) II wx, Y)llI - 4) II WA WI - PoL1IPcL1 - 4). 
Thus hypothesis (c) of Corollary 4 is satisfied if we take 0 < pLp < u(l) and 
% = u(l) II WA W + ~/PI + 41). 
COROLLARY Il. I f  (7) is satisfied, problem (4)-(6) has a unique solution. 
Proof. Condition (7) clearly implies (15) and we may apply Theorems 7 
and 10. 
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